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The person portrayed in this book is a composite of those who took part in actual coaching sessions. Names, occupations, biographical information and locales have at times been changed.

No two bullies are the same, but their patterns of behavior are the same. That’s why you’ll recognize many of the issues and patterns in Grace’s story. That’s why I’ve been able to identify countermeasures that can be applied to any bullying situation.

These strategies and techniques are offered as guidelines only. Every person is unique. Every situation is unique. What works in one situation may or may not work in another. The direction taken by one person in one situation may be opposite from the direction taken by another person in what seems like the same situation.

Therefore, I can’t tell you exactly what to do. We would need to examine the specifics of your situation before we could create a customized plan that fits your individual goals and situation.

Then a miracle can happen – you will change, your life will open up and become as glorious, rich and rewarding as you’ve hoped and dreamed. That’s what I hope will happen.

These strategies work. This book and the companion books, How to Protect Your Personal Ecology and How to Stop Bullies in Their Tracks, will help you gather and apply all your abilities effectively. Don’t just pick one technique and jump in. Act systematically, with determination and perseverance, so that a miracle is more likely to happen.

If at first you don’t succeed, call and we can develop new strategies. Use good judgment and uncommon sense about what will work for you and what sequence of steps to follow, depending on the responses you get at each step. Remember how you learned to walk – step-by-step, going forward and back, trying and sometimes falling, but always adjusting to the feedback you got.

For life-coaching, presentations and business consulting, contact Dr. Ben at 303-458-6616.
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More Powerful Programs

Purchase these programs right now
- Order online at
  www.LeichtlingAssoc.com/Powerful_Resources.html
  or www.BulliesBelowTheRadar.com or
- Call Dr. Leichtling at 303-458-6616.

---

Membership in Dr. Ben Leichtling’s
Living Your Glorious Life Program
Complete with The Electronic Monthly Mentor

Learn how to eliminate the high cost of low attitudes in your life. Receive the electronic Monthly Mentor containing case studies, articles, stories, tips, techniques, tools and exercises to help you overcome hesitation; build self-esteem and self-confidence; deal with major relationship or health changes; overcome bad habits, career problems, stress, anxiety and fear; raise children in a tough and decadent time; learn not to take things personally while still protecting yourself; and even weight loss.

The goal is simple:
Take Charge Of Your Future, Achieve What’s Possible,
Live Your Life Gloriously

Only $20 per month – Receive a free, trial issue plus a bonus 10% discount on all other program purchases.
Bullies Below the Radar: How to Wise Up, Stand Up and Stay Up - Electronic Program - $40

In this **Electronic Program**, you get the *Bullies Below the Radar* book seamlessly integrated with its two companion books in 250 pages, 8 ½ x 11 format:

- **How to Protect Your Personal Ecology** – containing 38 exercises designed to guide you in developing your own personalized action plan to take care of yourself naturally and easily.
- **How to Stop Bullies in Their Tracks** – containing 42 case studies and examples of real people, just like you, to help expand your vision and range of possible tactics.
- Additional bonus **exercise forms** so you can develop individualized plans for many other people-situations.
- An **index** so you can easily locate examples-case studies about your specific situation.

~~~~

Bullies Below the Radar: How to Wise Up, Stand Up and Stay Up - Electronic System - $100

In this **Electronic System**, you get the complete *Bullies Below the Radar* Program plus:

- 65 Handy Guides to help you handle bullies.
- 63 Words of Wisdom in card and bookmark formats.
- 6 Additional Case Studies – 1 per month for the next six months.
- A **Bonus Certificate** entitling you to $100.00 discount toward 1 hour of Personal-Life Coaching with Dr. Leichtling.
Bullies Below The Radar

Order by Credit Card Online at:
www.LeichtlingAssoc.com/Powerful_Resources.html

Order by Credit Card or Check:
Ben Leichtling, 3023 Lowell Blvd., Denver, CO 80211
Phone: 303-458-6616 Fax: 303-358-6626

Name: ________________________________

Address: ________________________________

City, State, Zip: ________________________________

Phone: ________________________________

Email: ________________________________

Credit Card # + Exp: ________________________________

Quantity: ____ X $19.95 each Sub-Total $: _______

Shipping at $5.00 each: _______

Total $: _______

Signature: ________________________________
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**About Dr. Ben Leichtling**

BEN LEICHTLING, PH. D., directed bio-medical research laboratories for 21 years. He co-authored over 30 scientific papers and book chapters. Since 1985, he has been a life-coach, psychotherapist and business consultant.

Over 170 of his articles have appeared in national business, trade and psychotherapy publications. He writes a leadership column for the Denver Business Journal. His expertise has been featured in Entrepreneur, USA Weekend and the Harvard Management Update.

Dr. Leichtling says, “I developed my skills in the heat of the moment – through trial and course-correction. Of course I learned from books and courses. But you learn the most from real life and by modeling great people. Growing up in New York City I learned how to wise up, stand up and stay up. Later I learned even more with six children in our stepfamily – including five teenagers at one point.”

For life-coaching, presentations and business consulting, contact Dr. Ben at 303-458-6616.